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IDEA to induct Denise Roberts McKee into the Hall of Fame 
 

Roberts McKee to be inducted at the 2010 IDEA conference in Tampa, Florida 

 

Las Cruces, New Mexico – February 3, 2010 - FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE. The 

Information and Entertainment Association (IDEA) will induct Denise Roberts McKee of 

AboutFace Media into the IDEA Hall of Fame.  A formal induction ceremony will take place at the 

2010 IDEA conference to be held in Tampa, Florida, February 14th through 17th. 

 

McKee’s solidifying presence during the "90's growth" years of IDEA allowed for a measure of 

consistency and financial accountability during a period when the "boom" was on.  Presidents came 

and went, but McKee carried the load.  As an Allied Member of the association, McKee selflessly 

volunteered her time to attend to needs of the association.    McKee co-founded LimeLife and Stunt 

Puppy Entertainment and is currently COO at AboutFace Media. 

 

“Denise was instrumental in helping Karen Johnson Productions becoming an industry leader in the 

mid-80’s, bringing then-matrix boards to life at arenas and stadiums across the country said” 

Anthony Fanticola President of IDEA.  “She won both the Golden Matrix Award and the 

President’s Award in 1998, and has served the IDEA Executive Boards for many years.” 

 

“It was a pleasure and a privilege to work side by side with IDEA and its key members throughout 

its growth and expansion as an influential industry organization” said Roberts McKee. “I am truly 

honored to be inducted into the Hall of Fame and very appreciative of this singular recognition.” 

 

About the IDEA Hall of Fame 

Created in 2008, The IDEA Hall of Fame recognizes IDEA members, past and present that have 

made a significant impact on the organization or industry. 
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About IDEA 

IDEA is the premier association for professionals in the large-screen, event and in-game 

entertainment/presentation industry.  Founded in 1982, IDEA’s membership is comprised of the 

producers, directors, operators and industry vendors for teams, public facilities and manufacturers 

worldwide.  IDEA encompasses all branches of the sports, entertainment and convention industries, 

including baseball, basketball, football, hockey, racing, soccer, arenas, convention centers, stadiums 

and universities.  

 

 


